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PlastiTop® Rebranded Under STINGER® HandDrive
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. – National Nail Corp. is happy to announce that, beginning in 2013,
their current PlastiTop product will be rebranded to STINGER HandDrive. National Nail has
produced PlastiTop caps for 35 years.
“Rebranding PlastiTop to STINGER HandDrive is a natural progression for us as we
bulk up our STINGER Cap Systems product offering,” said Rocky Stroud, STINGER Product
Manager at National Nail Corp. “We are building STINGER to be a brand that no matter how a
builder uses caps—hand driving or with a tool—STINGER has the solution for them.”
STINGER HandDrive Plastic Cap Nails are designed for securing the building envelope.
They are available in 2000 count boxes as well as 2500 and 3000 count pails. The packaging
will be updated to reflect the STINGER branding.
STINGER HandDrive products are designed for the builders who want best practice and
prefer to hand drive cap nails when installing roofing underlayments, felt, foamboard and
housewrap. STINGER HandDrive offers a variety of economical plastic and steel cap
fastening solutions with full 1” caps with ¾” – 3” electro-galvanized ring shank nails.
RoundTop® Steel Cap Nails, another National Nail Corp. brand of cap fastener, will be
rebranded under STINGER HandDrive later this year.
STINGER Cap Systems, manufactured and distributed by National Nail Corp., set the
standard for securing roofing underlayment and housewrap. Each STINGER pneumatic and
non-pneumatic tool automatically delivers the holding power of a cap and staple or nail for best
practice installation as recommended by manufacturers like DuPont®, Typar®, Grace and
Titanium™. For more information, visit www.stingerworld.com or call 1-800-968-6245 ext.
2134.
National Nail Corp., headquartered in Grand Rapids, Mich., is an employee-owned
manufacturer and distributor of high quality, innovative building products and service solutions
for the residential and commercial construction industries. Other National Nail brands include
CAMOTM Fasteners, Pro-Fit® Fasteners and Impressions Storm Doors and Windows.
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